
Primary K- 2 Reading Continuum

LEGEND
Emergent to Early Early to Foundational Foundational Foundational to Practicing

(Pre-K to Kindergarten) (Kindergarten to First Grade) (First to Second Grade) (Second to Third Grades)
Attitude Asks about the meaning of written words Sees self as a reader and talks about own reading Reads for a variety of purposes (i.e. pleasure, information) Reads for a variety of purposes (i.e. pleasure, information)

Decoding
Selects favorite books Self-selects books for pleasure Selects own reading material according to interest, purpose, and level of 

difficulty (i.e. a “just right book”)
Selects own reading material according to purpose

Fluency Expresses enjoyment when listening to stories Asks for favorite stories to be read (and reread) Talks about favorite books or authors Talks about favorite books or authors and provides reasons

Comprehension
Recognizes full name in print Is willing to “have a go” with unknown words Engages in listening to longer ‘read aloud’ stories continued over several days or 

weeks
Engages in listening to longer ‘read aloud’ stories and can discuss the texts

Interpretation
Recognizes personally significant words in context (e.g. name tags, charts, 
calendars, street signs, etc. )

Uses initial, medial, and final sounds to decode words Responds emotionally to stories read Comments on the emotional impact of stories read

Matches (e.g. points to) orally read words in texts Demonstrates knowledge of foundational letter/sound relationships Is willing to “have a go” with unknown words Uses increasingly complex patterns to decode words

Recognizes and names all letters of the alphabet Uses a variety of strategies to decode unknown words Uses known patterns to decode words Demonstrates knowledge of advanced letter/sound relationships

Aware of phonemes and plays with sounds in words Asks for assistance with some words; may seek help, reread, or stop Demonstrates knowledge of intermediate letter/sound relationships Selects most useful decoding strategy when decoding unknown words

Focuses on the meaning of stories (e.g. read aloud); responses reflect 
understanding

Reads high-frequency words fluently Uses a variety of strategies to decode unknown words Reflects on and can articulate word identification strategies

Uses pictorial clues to share a book or retell a story Reads decodable words fluently (e.g., CVC) Can articulate word identification strategies Reads familiar texts with confidence

Realizes that print carries a message but may read text differently with each 
occurrence

Focuses on expressing the meaning of a story Reads high-frequency words fluently Reads orally with fluency and some expression

Understands print in environment (e.g. signs, labels) Retells a story in sequence using pictures, memory, or knowledge of story 
structure

Reads decodable words fluently Uses knowledge of punctuation to convey meaning

Enjoys word play (e.g rhymes, jokes, songs) Identifies the subject matter of a text by titles and illustrations Reads familiar texts with confidence Demonstrates an ability to construct meaning through reading (i.e. 
comprehends text) 

Makes text to self connections Uses pictures and context clues to help make meaning Reads orally with fluency and some expression Determines important events in a story and can sequence them into a summary

Makes multiple connections to text (e.g. text to self, text to text) Uses knowledge of punctuation to convey meaning Identifies the main topic of a story or informational text and provides 
supporting information or details

Acts out parts of stories or acts as characters in stories Demonstrates an ability to construct meaning through reading (i.e. 
comprehends text) 

Provides specific details about plot, characters, setting, and events when 
retelling a story

Makes logical predictions about texts Can retell a story including details from the beginning, middle, and end Uses a variety of strategies to correct misreadings

Identifies the main topic of a story or informational text and provides 
supporting information or details

Monitors understanding of text by asking self-generated questions

Provides specific details about plot, characters, setting, and events when 
retelling a story

Discusses and writes about ideas and information from non-fiction texts

Uses picture cues and knowledge of context to check meaning and 
comprehension

Makes connections between previous knowledge and new information read in 
non-fiction texts

Makes logical substitutions when misreading a word Gathers information from print and online resources

Uses self-correction as a comprehension strategy Provides questions or comments when discussing texts with peers

Rereads or reads on to confirm meaning Writes reflections on texts read

Monitors understanding of text by asking self-generated questions Makes specific comparisons between two or more texts read or viewed

Talks about ideas and information from non-fiction texts Discusses characters' choices and feelings

Makes connections between knowledge and/or experiences and information 
read in non-fiction texts

Predictions indicate knowledge of common story structures and/or literary 
devices

Makes comparisons between two or more texts read or viewed Makes inferences about a text and substantiates them with evidence from 
experience

Expresses personal views about the actions of a character Makes inferences about a text and substantiates them with evidence from the 
text

Substantiates predictions about texts using evidence from experience or from 
the text

Provides an interpretation of an author's meaning in fiction

Makes inferences using picture clues, personal experience, and text Interprets the most important part of a narrative piece and can provide a 
reason for their analysis


